João Costa.
Resume

I’m João Costa from the Azores, currently based in London. What keeps me going is:
travelling, music, food (yes, I’m deﬁnitely a massive foodie), football, tennis, snooker, movies
and every beautiful and well crafted design experience.

Skills

E

UX Research


Senior Product Designer @ Veeqo (by Amazon) / May 2021 - Present

Information architecture

Wireframing

Prototyping

User-centered design

Iterative design

Interaction design

Copywriting

User empathy

Collaborative

Business skills

Team player

xperience

Veeqo is an omnichannel ecommerce web application, that handles everything from
fulfilment, inventory, shipping to warehouse management. 

Here I’m part of the fulfilment team, which is responsable for processing all the different
orders from several channels (Shopify, Amazon, Magento, eBay and others), pick and pack,
printing, and a few more bits. Currently, I’m working on the Printing part of the application,
which is quite an interesting problem to solve due to the complexity of each company
internal processes. The goal is to create a solution that removes any friction while switching
from another system to Veeqo. With a simple approach to printing, this enables small to
medium companies to optimise their current workflow, while presenting them with a digital
solution that is efficient and more sustainable way of working.
Product Designer @ Love Home Swap / May 2020 - May 2021
Love Home Swap is a platform that allows you to match with other people that want to go

Let’s have a chat

away with a more personalised experience by swapping their home. 
During my time here, I was part of the Growth squad and the main project I worked on was
the checkout experience. Taking a holistic approach, we wanted to improve not only the
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design but the coding as well. The main goal of the project was to create a delightful
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experience for the user by trying to make it easy and engaging at the same time.
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By far, the biggest challenge for us was to try to strike a balance between a new user,
someone that was totally new to the concept and wasn’t sure about it, and a user that was
familiar with the concept and wanted to try us out.
Product Designer @ MPC Film / Jul 2018 - May 2020
Working for the Digital Transformation Department. Here I was updating and creating new
Production Tools to be used by all the company. The goal is to optimize the workflow of every
employee from Senior Management to the Artist creating the VFX for the movies.
• Carry out User Testing for new application features

• Analyzed user feedback, concerns and pain points to influence future UX updates

• Translate concepts into wireframes and prototypes to test new ideas

• Help improve transparency, communication, planning, resource allocation, time tracking
and teams management

• Reducing costs in multiple areas with the automation of process while ensuring the
continuation and enhancements of the services

• Review competitors capabilities and identify areas where our product could be improved

• Applied qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques to improve our end-user
experiences

• Resolved UX obstacles through testing, iteration and prioritizing

• Collaborate with other team members (PM, Coodinators, Developers, and others) and
stakeholders

• Worked with the engineering team to implement elegant experiences with complex
functional specs

